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ABSTRACT
Informatics is one of the important branches of Applied Sciences. It is a practicing area and also a field of study. The applications of Informatics in different areas and knowledge field has created various subjects and among these, one of important and emerging is Agricultural Informatics; which is the Information Science and Technology applications in the agriculture as well allied areas. In other words, techniques and technologies of both the fields i.e. Informatics and Agriculture lead the birth of Agro Informatics. The management and analysis of agricultural data with the help of Computing and IT may also be called as Agricultural Informatics. There are many allied nomenclatures of the field, but all are related and closely connected. In short, it is also called as Agro Informatics. Initially, it was treated only as a practicing area in the agriculture, horticulture, and veterinary sciences; but gradually it is a study area with different levels of programs at various universities and institutions, internationally. However, in the developed nation it is more common and widely available. Agro Informatics is an interdisciplinary field and very diverse. There are many features and functions, roles due to its timely need. This is a conceptual and policy-based research hence various aspects of Agro Informatics including its feature, functions, stakeholders, technologies including allied branches are mentioned. The paper also highlighted the proposed and possible programs of this field in academics in the field of Agricultural Sciences, as an empirical and policy research.
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Introduction

Information Technology is a vast field and combines with various sub-components of technologies viz. web technologies, database technologies, networking technologies, multimedia technologies, and traditional software technologies. However, apart from these, many technologies can be treated as a part of Information Technology [1], [5], [30]. And within these technologies, few are also emerging rapidly such as cloud computing, big data analytics, decision support system, artificial intelligence, expert system, geographic information system, remote sensing in the field of agriculture, and allied branches [2], [3], [11]. Agro-informatics as a branch increasing rapidly and importantly Agricultural Informatics needs Strategic intervention of IT regarding which includes the core-agricultural input including the production and other hand, Output systems. Agricultural Informatics is required in some of the agro-industrial parts viz.—

- Integrate and facilitate trade,
- Food management and
- Security using technologies
- Supply Chain Management [4], [17], [31].

Universities internationally different academic programs on Agro Informatics and allied fields for developing manpower in Agriculture Informatics and allied fields viz. Agricultural Information Science, Agricultural Information Technology, Agricultural Information Science and Technology, Agricultural Information Systems [6], [10], [24].

However, research programs are little common in the field of Agricultural Informatics within the universities and research centers in Agriculture and also another merged area i.e. IT and Computing, etc [7], [29], [34].

Objective

The present paper entitled ‘Agro Informatics concerning features, functions, and emergence as a discipline in Agricultural Sciences—An Analysis’ is aimed with following (but not limited to)—
• To know about the basics of Informatics; as a branch with its various fields and emerging areas.
• To get the basic features and characteristics of Agricultural Informatics with its stakeholders.
• To learn about the emerging applications and utilizations of Agricultural Informatics/ Information Systems in different areas of Agriculture and Allied Sciences.
• To know about the allied branches and nomenclature of Agro Informatics with existing programs in the universities.
• To propose the possible programs of Agricultural Informatics and allied areas in Agricultural Sciences at Bachelors and Masters.
• To find out the proposed and possible Doctoral, Post Doctoral and other research programs on Agricultural Informatics with Agricultural Sciences degrees.

Agricultural Informatics & Technological Components: Basics & Emergence

Agricultural Documentation was initially there and gradually many other areas have emerged but among these Agro Informatics was the first one. The following subjects also started later on as a field of study and research viz. Agricultural Information Systems, Agricultural Information Technology, Agricultural Information Science [12], [13], [34]. As Agricultural Informatics is a combination of two fields so from Information Technology part, the valuable sub-component or technologies includes (but not limited to)—

Database Technology—

Database technology is responsible for data-related activities viz. collecting, selecting, storing, processing as well as retrieving of data and the field Agricultural Informatics is responsible for data-related activities mentioned here logically and scientifically in Database or Similar Systems Management; and here all the data should be on Agriculture and allied fields only [14], [16], [27].

Networking Technology—

Networking Technology is responsible for the networking of the electronic systems, devices, and of course computers. Healthy and connected networking systems are very much important in the development of Agriculture Networks. Further, in the activities of connectivity of the computers and electronic products in the agro-industries and cultivators, etc Networking Technology play a leading role. In developing smart agriculture Networking technologies including wireless networks, IoT based systems, and converged networks are very much important.

Web Technology—

Web Technology is dedicated to website-related activities viz. designing, development, planning, monitoring, and management of the website include the web portal and allied systems. In the field of Agriculture, the branch web technology is most valuable and important for agricultural websites, Agro web portals, including for the marketing of the agro products and systems.

Software Technology—

Programs are the core of Software Technology; this is also called Software Engineering dedicated to the planning, designing, development, implementation, and management of software and applications. This is considered as the most vital part of IT. Regarding agriculture in designing, development, implementation, and management of agro-based apps and software; this technology plays a leading role [15], [18], [23].
Multimedia Technology—

Multimedia is another important part or component of Information Technology required for better and healthy information processing and representation. In the Agriculture domain, multimedia is useful in Agricultural content designing, Agro Products development, and also in software related to the agro and web portals. In Agricultural Information Systems design and development, Multimedia Technology plays a leading role as well[20], [25], [33].

These are the core technologies involved in Information Technology and apart from these few other emerging technologies also required in the Agricultural field or Agro Informatics field and depicted in Fig: 1.
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**Fig: 1** Emerging Technologies in traditional Agro IT resulting more advance Agro Systems

Agricultural Informatics: Role, Development, Economy and Growth

In a country like India, Agriculture is the main concern and also treated as a tool for development. And it is also applicable in other developing and undeveloped countries as well even in developed countries. According to expert Agro Informatics people can be a good reason for the employment generation throughout [21], [22], [40]. To date, there are millions of farmers having the small as well as marginal holdings and most of them are unaware of the modern cultivation methods and in this context, IT is the best tool and obviously, Agro Informatics may also be. Various challenges, issues on agriculture are already there such as drought, insect, pest infestations, heat, cold, flood, disease, weather and climate change, etc and in all these Agro Informatics is a great name. However, in following as well Agricultural issues are important to be noted viz—

- Food habits as well as nutritional requirements,
- Global trade scenario and changes,
- Technological and Systems development,
- Ecological aspects, etc
And in all these areas, Agro Informatics can be an important name no doubt; directly and indirectly. Moreover, the strategic and methodological utilization of ICT in the Agricultural sector can lead to various aspects including the following (but not limited to)—

- Agricultural Input and Output systems,
- Integrate and facilitate Agro and allied trade
- Technology and food security in respect of Agro.
- Through effective in Agro Systems.
- Value-chain of the Agriculture
- Supply-chain Models in Agriculture and so on [26], [32], [36].

Information related technologies and fields viz. IT, ICT and Computing, etc in Agriculture is gaining worldwide. Moreover, here good demand is noticeable of the candidates having Agricultural Sciences and with good IT and Computing skills. Agro Informatics is responsible for global innovations as well as productivity in agricultural space, economical aspects and social development, etc [28], [35], [40]. According to a study it is noted that “agricultural graduates and agricultural informatics are responsible for the undertaking of Science and Technology based agricultural development including the ushering in agricultural dynamism in the country. It is a need of the hour to regarding the initiation of Agricultural Informatics and allied nomenclature or programs for in the subjects of IT, Computing, Informatics, Agriculture, Environmental Sciences, etc. However, the introduction of Agro Informatics could be easy in the subjects related to the technologies or Information or Agriculture. Here most important facets should be paid important as—

- Right skilling
- Knowledge with aptitude helps in the Agricultural field.
- Communication skills help in the Agricultural field.
- Entrepreneurship helps in the Agricultural field.
- Healthy leadership qualities that help in the Agricultural field etc.

Agricultural Information Technology or Informatics professional are dedicated to the development of various aspects of agriculture which includes the agricultural production, marketing, supply-chain management and these may help in agricultural activities including and may help to the following concern—

- Cultivators
- Agro or IT-based Industry and organizations
- Agro or IT-based research and extension services
- Agro or IT-based scientific organizations and institutions
- Agro or IT-based Educational Institutes.

Thus, Agro Informatics is dedicated to the healthy as well as sustainable Agro development and responsible for the complete development in many contexts [29], [35], [39]. There are many concerns in technological aspects in agro and some of them are provided in Figure 2. herewith.
Fig:2-Technological aspects and fact Vis-à-Vis Agriculture

In enhancing the productivity in agriculture by different sorts and means Agro Informatics is a great name. Agricultural Informatics is a valuable field regarding study and research due to the following objectives (but not limited to)—

- To learn a comprehensive understanding as well as stakeholders of Agricultural-IT or Agricultural Informatics or allied fields.
- To learn the potential of sensor systems in measuring as well as monitoring of agricultural aspects including cultivation and post cultivation activities.
- Aspects and concern on managing, manipulating Agricultural related database designing and development properly possible with skill agro professional.
- To create the proper relationship and understanding not only of agriculture but also horticulture, ecology, forestry, etc for the development of a good ecosystem.
- With skilled products and graduates the systematic skills, interpret the agricultural data in a more meaningful sense for developing healthy and smarter Agricultural systems.

Hence it becomes an important field of study internationally and the following section provides a lot on this emerging concern.
Agricultural Informatics as an Academic Field, Job Opportunities and Possibilities

Agricultural Information Science or allied as a field of study is now started in few universities However few important concerns on the emerging and mandatory few important are includes (but not limited to)--

- Introduction to Agricultural Sciences/ Systems.
- Remote Sensor applications in Agricultural and allied Systems.
- Spatial Systems in Agriculture/ food production.
- Information Management and Knowledge-Economy
- Sustainable Development
- Agricultural Marketing
- Big data and Analytics
- Ecological Agriculture and Globalization
- Decision making
- Cloud Computing and Agro Informatics [8], [9], [38].

Efficient designing and development of agricultural systems by providing services viz. in irrigation, storage, cultivation, weather and climatology, marketing, etc. Agro Informatics in production and other activities and thus it is concerned with technological, managerial and agro related jobs and some of the job titles are—

- Agro IT Facility Manager
- Weather and Climate Forecasting Expert
- Crop forecasting Expert
- Content Developer in Agriculture
- Agricultural Knowledge Manager
- Commodity Trader (Agriculture)
- ERP Manager (Agriculture)
- Agricultural Farm Manager
- Agricultural-Commerce Portal Developer and Manager
- Agricultural Financial Analyst
- Agricultural Supply Chain Manager
- Agricultural BPO Centre
- Crop and Agro Insurance Manager
- e-Governance Web Designer
- Agricultural Database Administrator
- Agricultural Web Developer
- Agricultural Software Engineer
- Agricultural Networking Experts
- Agricultural Business Informatics Experts, etc

Agriculture is one of the important concerns and here agricultural informatics is offered the services by which for healthy Agricultural development is possible. IT is responsible for the agricultural data and information activities ranging from collection, selection, organization, processing, managing, and disseminating. Further, as Agricultural Informatics is an interdisciplinary field hence the branch can be offered both in Agricultural Science or allied field and another hand in Information Science or allied filed. As far as this study is concerned possible programs in Agricultural Sciences are proposed in Table: 1 herewith.
Table: 1-Possible Bachelor programs on Agro IT/ Informatics in Agricultural Science concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Under Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BSc-Agriculture Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Agricultural Informatics/ Agro IT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS-Agriculture (Digital Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BTech/BE- Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering (Smart Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSc (Engg)- Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering (Agricultural Informatics/ Agro IT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS/BTech-By Research Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Agricultural Informatics/ Agro IT/ Digital Agriculture/ Smart Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As far as in Agricultural Science-based Agro Informatics is concerned apart from the exact fields/ nomenclature few other also proposed viz.—

- Digital Agriculture
- Smart Agriculture
- Agricultural ICT
- Agro Informatics & IoT, etc

Whereas in Table: 2 possible Agricultural Science programs in concentrated on Agro Informatics at the Masters level is depicted in Table: 2.

Table: 2-Possible Masters programs on Agro IT/ Informatics in Agricultural Science concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post Graduate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSc-Agriculture Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Agricultural Informatics/ Agro IT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS-Agriculture (Digital Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTech/ME- Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering (Smart Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSc (Engg)- Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering (Agricultural Informatics/ Agro IT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Masters programs in Agricultural Informatics are very relevant and important as the program may be open for the already mature candidates and in Agricultural Sciences, they can specialize in this emerging field itself.

Table: 3-Possible Research-based programs on Agro IT/ Informatics in Agricultural Science concentration

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS/MTech-By Research Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering (Agricultural Informatics/ Agro IT/ Digital Agriculture/ Smart Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPhil (Science) Agricultural Science (Agro IoT/ Agro Informatics/ Digital Agriculture/ Smart Agriculture)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PhD (Science) Agricultural Science &amp; Engineering</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, the research programs (referred to in Table:3) can be more helpful for already post-graduated with the Agricultural Sciences. In Science and Technology, both the specialization can be started.

Suggestions

Agro Informatics has huge potentiality and benefits to the cultivators, professionals, and stakeholders associated with the Agriculture field and those who are associated with the marketing of agricultural commodities. The following should be more important and valuable to be noted—

- Healthy investments are required due to the technologies involved in Agro Informatics regarding its initial set up.
- Qualified, skilled staff and knowledgeable professionals are required for the designing, development, operation, and further management of Agro IT systems.
- Better connectivity of the internet and electricity are also needed for the good operation of Agro IT systems; here connectivity of different devices is also important and considered as essential.
- Manpower development is a challenging one as it is associated with various strategies. Initiation of a full-fledged program on Agro Informatics can be a difficult one due to certain reasons and in this context, specialization can be a good deal.
- Apart from the Agriculture, specialization of Agro Informatics can be also offered in Information Technology and allied fields.
- Collaboration, industrial tie-ups are required and important in current day context, here it should be done for the farm, technological organizations including the educational institutes and NGOs for a healthy and solid manpower development and promotion of the Agricultural field.
- IoT, Cloud Computing, Big Data, Data Analytics, HCI, Usability Engineering, etc are also important and required for proper connectivity among such technologies.

Conclusion

Smart Agriculture is today considered as the most effective as well as for developing sustainable agricultural systems. Different emerging and modern technologies, innovative technologies are valuable in the agriculture and allied field. IoT and Cloud-based agriculture system will help in reducing the physical work of the cultivators for enhancing productivity and this could help in the water, optimization in a real-time manner, time-saving and post-agricultural production, etc. With Agro IT/ Informatics many things are possible viz. humidity, temperature, soil, etc. Though there are many challenges in its proper implementation and practice of Agro Informatics especially the IoT, Cloud-based applications on a few aspects. Manpower development is another emerging issue and, in this regard, proper planning, educational policies, collaboration processes are highly required. Agro IT specialization may be started in IT and computing and Agriculture Sciences respectively. However, based on the infrastructure and status program can be started more specialized one viz. Agro Informatics & IoT, Agro Informatics & Cloud, Agro Informatics & Data Analytics etc. Different bodies and organizations viz. Governmental organizations, agricultural firms, and companies, associations and trusts, etc for real implementation and further promotion of Agro-based
systems. In a developing country like India, there are many initial challenges but all these can be overcome with proper policy and planning, etc.
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